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For many people in the country, trucking would 
appear to be a straightforward process: load 
from the shippers and transport to the receivers. 
However, most of the approximately 7.4 million 
people employed by the trucking industry 
know a lot more is involved. Very few trucking 
operations are alike, though many share similar 
characteristics. Differences can include type of 
freight hauled, specific customer requirements, 
equipment type, and geographical locations 
served, just to name a few. A motor carrier’s 
customer base, financial strength, culture, and 
management style all play a role in affecting the 
performance and safety of a company.  

Each motor carrier’s unique operational 
challenges come with their own safety 
challenges in complying with the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR). Though 
the industry has done a great job improving 
safety, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) shows 4,951 fatalities 
in collisions with large trucks in 2018, a slight 
increase from 4,905 in 2017. 

The FMCSA and NHTSA conducted the Large 
Truck Crash Causation Study (LTCCS) to examine 
the reasons for serious crashes involving large 
trucks. Of the 141,000 large trucks estimated to 
have been involved in crashes during the study 
period, results show which critical reasons–
driver, vehicle, or environment—contributed to 
crashes.

Driver critical reasons are coded in four 
categories:

• Non-Performance. The driver fell asleep, was 
disabled by a heart attack or seizure, or was 
physically impaired for another reason.

• Recognition. The driver was inattentive, 
was distracted by something inside or outside 
the vehicle, or failed to observe the situation 
adequately for some other reason.

• Decision. For example, the driver was driving 
too fast for conditions, misjudged the speed of 
other vehicles, or followed other vehicles too 
closely.

• Performance. For example, the driver 
panicked, overcompensated, or exercised poor 
directional control.
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Beyond By Cliff Johnson, Trucking Consultant



Acuity appreciates truckers! Acuity was proud to 
partner with the Nebraska Trucking Association 
and the Wisconsin Motor Carriers Association 
on appreciation events during the pandemic. To 
learn more, visit facebook.com/acuitytrucking. 
You can also check out our trucking blog and 
access online resources and tools at acuity.com. 
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You can see that the driver plays a critical role in 
both the causation and prevention of accidents.  
FMCSA’s recent steps in pursuing the Beyond 
Compliance program study is to reward motor 
carriers that go above and beyond what is 
required to ensure safe operation. This stems 
from Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 
Act (FAST Act 2015) Beyond Compliance 
requirements.

The FAST Act requires FMCSA to allow 
recognition, including credit or an improved 
Safety Measurement System (SMS) percentile, 

for motor carriers that: (1) Install advanced safety 
equipment; (2) use enhanced driver fitness 
measures; (3) adopt fleet safety management 
tools, technologies, and programs; or (4) satisfy 
other standards determined appropriate by the 
administrator.  

If you would like to see how your trucking 
company is doing with compliance, there are 
tools available, including the Carrier Compliance 
Questionnaire. Ensuring safe and efficient 
operations every day on every trip begins with 
effective policies, procedures, and training. This 
questionnaire is designed to help you evaluate 
your current processes and identify areas 
where you can improve. While the list provides 
guidance, each motor carrier is responsible 
for knowing and complying with all applicable 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations 
(FMCSRs) and Hazardous Materials Regulations 
(HMRs).

For further information, you can access the 
Carrier Compliance Questionnaire in the Motor 
Carrier Toolbox at acuity.com/mctb or via 
FMCSA’s website. 

http://facebook.com/acuitytrucking
http://acuity.com
http://www.acuity.com/mctb
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov


BEST OF
 THE BLOG

By Cliff Johnson, Trucking Consultant

HAPPY & HEALTHY TRUCK DRIVERS
There is a perceived toughness of drivers in the 
trucking industry, and seasoned veterans know 
you need to have thick skin to do the job, but 
there is another side to life on the road. Due to the 
nature of trucking,  studies show that drivers face 
increased challenges, such as loneliness (27.9%), 
depression (26.9%), chronic sleep disturbances 
(20.6%), anxiety (14.5%), and other emotional 
problems (13%). With approximately 3.5 million 
professional truck drivers in the United States, 
according to estimates by the American Trucking 
Association, truck drivers must understand they 
are not alone in their struggles. Many people, from 
children to adults, struggle with mental health 
needs, and as our society increases its awareness 
of these needs, the availability of support resources 
improves.

Listed below are four common issues truck drivers 
face that can affect mental health. 

Stress. Truck driving is often stressful. 
Heavy stop-and-go traffic, weather changes, 
unexpected delays, mechanical problems, and 
miscommunication are just some of the 
issues that can affect stress levels.

Isolation. For many drivers, being 
away from family is one of the most 
difficult aspects of the job. Spending 
long hours alone can contribute to 
feelings of isolation. Drivers may also 
feel guilt when they are not able 
to be there for their family. I have 
seen the internal battle drivers face 

balancing their need to make a living with their 
desire for quality home time.  

Diet. Drivers often have limited access to 
healthy food choices. According to the Mayo 
Clinic, several studies have found that those with 
poor diets were more likely to report symptoms of 
depression. The good news is that people who ate 
a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and fish were less 
likely to report depression.

Sleep. Lack of proper sleep is a significant risk 
factor in reduced mental health. 

We all need to take mental health seriously. If you, 
a friend, or family member is affected, they need 
to know they are not alone in their struggles. If 
any symptoms of depression are occurring, it’s 
time to seek professional help. Free helplines 
are available, and people call them for a variety 
of reasons. Most reach out when they are 
feeling overwhelmed, in crisis, or at risk of doing 
something they would later regret.

Check out more entries at acuity.com/trucker-focus.
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Helpline resources include:
Emergency Medical Services (911). If the situation is potentially life 

threatening, get immediate emergency assistance by calling 911 at any time.SAMHSA Treatment Referral Helpline (877.726.4727). Get general
information on mental health and locate treatment services in your area.
Speak to a live person, Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET.National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (800.273.8255). If you or 

someone you know is suicidal or in emotional distress, contact the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline. Trained crisis workers are available to talk 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. Your confidential and toll-free call goes to the
nearest crisis center in the national network. These centers provide crisis
counseling and mental health referrals. They also have a live online chat.
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http://acuity.com/trucker-focus
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One of the satisfactions of life is being able to 
say you have a clean driving record. And it’s even 
more impressive while driving an 18-wheeler on 
our crowded roads in all kinds of weather.  

On February 28, 2020, Acuity, along with TRICOR 
Insurance, proudly presented 2020 Safety Awards 
for Outstanding Performance as a Professional 
Driver to four drivers from Tucker Freight Lines in 
Dubuque, Iowa. Bryan Smith and Steve Udelhoven 
have both accumulated over 3 million safe  
miles, while Bob Schmitt and Mark Bagby have 
each recorded over 2 million.

Russell Masartis, Manager of Recruiting and 
Driver Relations for Tucker, said, “The fact that 
they haven’t even tapped a bumper over all these 
years is a great achievement.” Masartis said the 
milestones are a source of pride for the company. 
“For a company our size, it is quite a feat to have 
four drivers who have been here for so long and 
have had such great accomplishments.”

Acuity understands the challenges drivers face 
on a daily basis. We are proud to recognize 
the drivers and companies who take their 

responsibility for keeping our 
roads safe seriously.

TUCKER FREIGHT LINES EARNS 
IMPRESSIVE SAFETY RECOGNITION 

ACUITY IS DRIVEN 
TO PROTECT YOU!
We take protecting truckers seriously. So much so that we’ve 
created a 60-minute educational video for our agents that 
addresses the most current information about the trucking 
industry so they have a better understanding of how to 
protect truckers like you. Ask your agent if they’ve watched 
the new film DRIVEN TO PROTECT at Acuity U.

AJ and Sauny Tucker from Tucker 
Freight Lines, along with, from left 
to right, Bryan Smith, Bob Schmitt, 
and Steve Udelhoven. 

From left to right,  
Bryan Smith, Bob Schmitt, Steve Udelhoven, 
and Acuity Senior Loss Control Rep Pete Ozolins. 

(Note: Award 
presentation occurred 
prior to COVID 
distancing restrictions.)



ASK THE
SPECIALIST

Ask Cliff
How can I avoid DOT audits?
Has this happened to you? It’s late on a busy 
Wednesday afternoon and you are completing 
your day when you receive another call—except 
this call is different from the others you handled 
today. This call causes you anxiety as you’re 
unsure how to proceed. The call is from a safety 
investigator for the Department of Transportation 
who states they will be in your office the 
following Tuesday to perform a complete 
compliance review.  

You receive a list of all the documents they 
will be reviewing during the audit, several of 
which you are not familiar. You feel your blood 
pressure increasing and begin to wish you were 
somewhere else, but you’re not.

You may wonder why this happened and what 
factors triggered the DOT audit. This can vary, 
but reasons often include CSA BASIC scores 
that are high or in alert status, a high crash rate 
prompting the DOT to look into contributing 
causes, or a complaint from an employee or 
member of the public regarding alleged lack of 
safety practices or controls 
within your company.

If this stressful situation 
is something you wish 
to better prepare for or 
avoid, one of the best 
things you can do is 
familiarize yourself with the 
documentation the DOT will 
be auditing. You will probably 
realize you are doing most 

of it already, although some may be informal 
and undocumented. The key is to make the 
documentation a formalized and documented 
part of the management of your trucking 
operation. A great place to start is by conducting 
your own internal DOT Carrier Compliance 
Questionnaire. Going through this questionnaire 
will identify problems and guide you toward 
the goal of safer and more profitable trucking 
operations for your company. 

Let’s be honest—trucking is a very capital-
intensive business, and you have to be efficient 
to be profitable. It simply is not efficient or 
profitable to put an unqualified driver behind 
the wheel of expensive equipment or to not 
have management practices in place to enhance 
safe, profitable trucking operations. Taking a 
little time to focus on documentation today can 
increase efficiency and help you better prepare 
to respond to or avoid audit problems tomorrow.

For further information, you can access the  
DOT Carrier Compliance Questionnaire within 
Acuity’s Motor Carrier Tool Box at  
www.acuity.com/mctb.

Cliff Johnson 
is Acuity’s 
Trucking Consultant.  
Contact him at  
trucking.news@acuity.com.

http://www.acuity.com/mctb
mailto:trucking.news%40acuity.com?subject=
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FIND THE FLAGPOLE FOR 
A CHANCE TO WIN $100

Acuity’s headquarters in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, is known for 
hosting the World’s Tallest Symbol of Freedom: a 400-foot 
flagpole that flies a 70- by 140-foot American flag. 

In each issue of the Trucker Focus, we’ll hide a 
miniature version of our flag:   . In our last issue, the 

flagpole was hidden in our Best of the Blog 
article on page 6. Find the flag hidden 

elsewhere in this issue, then send an 

This contest is not open to employees of 
Acuity or their immediate family members.  
For a complete list of rules, visit  
www.acuity.com/flagcontestrules.

email with its location to flagcontest@acuity.com by 
September 15, 2020. We’ll choose a winner of $100 
at random from among the correct entries received.

Winner of last issue’s contest was:
June Kezely—TGC Logistics LLC—Red Bud, IL
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TOOLBOX
Motor Carrier

This helpful resource provides 
examples of simple stretches and 
strengthening exercises that can be 
done any time, including:

- BEFORE YOU GET IN THE TRUCK

- WHEN ENTERING OR EXITING
THE CAB

- IN THE CAB

- AFTER YOU GET OUT

For this and other great resources, 
check out Acuity’s Motor Carrier 
Toolbox at www.acuity.com/mctb.

STAY FIT ON
THE ROAD!

mailto:flagcontest%40acuity.com?subject=Flag%20Contest
http://www.acuity.com/flagcontestrules
http://www.acuity.com/mctb


 Check out our dedicated trucking-focused online channels!

Trucking Web Page
acuity.com/trucking 

Facebook
facebook.com/acuitytrucking

Blog
acuity.com/trucker-focus

YouTube
youtube.com/acuityinsurance 
(Trucker Focus playlist)

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/acuity-insurance

Twitter
twitter.com/acuityinsurance

   Email
 trucking.news@acuity.com

   Phone
 800.242.7666, extension 1740

Acuity’s on-site trucking consultant 
provides over 30 years of industry
experience to your business.

TRUCKING
QUESTIONS?

Acuity Knows Trucking!
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http://www.acuity.com/trucking
http://www.facebook.com/acuitytrucking
http://www.acuity.com/trucker-focus
http://www.youtube.com/acuityinsurance
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acuity-insurance/
http://www.twitter.com/acuityinsurance
mailto:trucking.news%40acuity.com?subject=Trucking%20Question
http://www.acuity.com
http://www.acuity.com
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MAKING THE
CONNECTION

It may not look like a big deal, but 
how you make the connections 
matters. Awkward reaching, 
holds, and motions with added 
force can cause injuries to your 
muscles, tendons, and joints.

Acuity Rev 8-13-15 with permission of keeptruckingsafe.org

DRIVERS
• Be aware of your surroundings when checking 

or hooking up your electrical system. 

• Watch for debris, ice, spills, and uneven ground.

• Wear your high-visibility clothing so others can 
see you.

MANAGEMENT
• Check the configuration of equipment when or-

dering new trucks. The connection block should 
be positioned below shoulder level and close to 
the trailer edge for easy access.

• Position battery box so it is not in the way of the 
connection block.

• Talk to your dealer about after-market equipment 
to upgrade older-style trailers and trucks.

HAZARD

SOLUTION

Stress to your wrist, shoulder, elbow, and back 
are two to three times higher when you lean, 
twist, or use other awkward postures.

If possible, use a full-fist power grip to make
connections. Support tightening or loosening
motions with your free hand.

http://www.acuity.com
http://www.acuity.com
http://www.keeptruckingsafe.org


2800 South Taylor Drive
Sheboygan WI  53081

T:  800.242.7666
F:  920.458.1618

www.acuity.com

focused on truckers

The articles in this publication are general in nature and not intended to and should not be relied upon or construed as technical, legal, or other professional advice. If legal 
or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Any illustrations of coverage are for informational purposes only. Actual 
coverage is determined by the language of the policy or endorsement. The information presented is based on the most current information available at the time of publication. 

For additional free copies,  
email: TFsignup@acuity.com
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http://www.acuity.com
http://www.acuity.com
http://www.acuity.com
mailto:TFsignup%40acuity.com?subject=Trucker%20Focus%20sign-up

